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Abstract In this article we present an algorithm for routing in wireless ad hoc networks using information about geographical location of the nodes. We assume each node knows its geographical position and the position of the node to which it wants to send a packet. Initially, the nodes know only their neighbors, but over time they discover other nodes in the network. The routing table at a node S is a list ·(pi, Si)Ò, where pi is a geographical position and Si is a neighbor of node S. When node S receives a packet for a node D at position pos(D), it finds the pi in its routing table which is closest to pos(D) and forwards the packet to the neighbor Si. We prove the correctness of the algorithm and show that our algorithm naturally – – aggregates the nodes so that the routing tables remain small. We show that the mean routing table size is O(Llogn), where L is the average number of hops between two nodes and n is the number of nodes in the network. We also present methods for taking positional errors, node failures and mobility into account. We justify the results through simulation.
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A



wireless ad hoc network consists of a collection of mobile nodes sharing a wireless channel without any centralized control or established communication backbone. Each node communicates with other nodes within its transmission range. To send a packet to a destination, a node forwards the packet to its neighbor, which in turn forwards it to its neighbor, and so on, until the packet reaches the destination. The topology of the ad hoc network depends on the transmission power of the nodes and the location of the mobile nodes, which may change with time. Some of the typical applications of ad hoc networks are in scenarios where setting up a communication infrastructure is difficult (because of mobility) or very expensive (because of terrain). Wireless ad hoc networks can be used in battlefield situations where a communication infrastructure is difficult to build and maintain. Ad hoc networks are also required for vehicle-to-vehicle networking in intelligent transportation systems [1]. Researchers are also exploring the use of ad hoc networks in building sensor networks [2]. In this article we are interested in the routing problem in ad hoc networks. Basic routing algorithms such as link-state or distance-vector routing require every node to learn about every other node in the network. We refer to this as routing based on full information. This is in contrast to routing under partial information. In this kind of routing, a node routes based on information about a subset of the nodes in the network. Routing in the Internet provides one such example, which relies on the hierarchical organization of Internet hosts. Thus, routing table sizes are manageable, and changes in every link of the network do not have to be propagated throughout the network. This work was supported by the ONR grant N0014-99-1-0695 and by PATH-CALTRANS under MOU-329. A part of the work has appeared in the UCB ERL technical report M99/69.
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In the literature, a number of proposals have been made to solve the problem of routing in wireless ad hoc networks [3–7]. One of the earliest proposals was the destination sequenced distance vector (DSDV) [8] routing protocol, based on the classical distance vector algorithm which uses the Distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm (DBF) [9]. The algorithm has modifications to avoid the looping problem present in basic DBF. Formation of cycles is avoided by tagging each routing table entry with a sequence number. A completely different approach is used by dynamic source routing (DSR) [10], where the source specifies the complete path to the destination in the packet header and each node forwards the packet to the node specified as the next hop in the packet header. Each source maintains a route cache, where it looks for a path to the destination. If such a path is not found, the source initiates a route discovery protocol to discover the route. Most of the approaches in the literature are variants of the above two approaches, some attempting to combine the best of both. For example, in zone routing protocol (ZRP) [11], each node has a “routing zone” which includes the nodes within some specified distance. Each node knows the topology within its routing zone by using DSDV protocol. For out-ofzone destinations, DSR is used. Other existing proposals are based on finding a backbone for the network (MCDS) [12] or attempt to minimize delay (STARA) [13]. There have been proposals to do location-based routing in ad hoc networks as well [14–17]. In [14] a hierarchy of geographical routers is constructed to route a packet to the destination. In [15] location information is used to limit the search space for routes. In [16] the routing follows a greedy approach, and when the greedy approach fails, it tries to route around the region where the greedy approach failed. In [17] nodes try to find out about some distant nodes called anchors. A packet is then sent using source routing through anchors to the destination. Our work differs from the earlier work in that it does not assume any hierarchical network architecture, route
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around “holes,” or do source routing. Instead, every node S has a routing table which is a list ·(pi, Si)Ò, where pi is a geographical position and Si is a neighbor of node S. When node S receives a packet for a node D at position pos(D), it finds the pi in its routing table which is closest to pos(D) and forwards the packet to the neighbor S i . In certain cases, new entries get added to the routing table. This happens when pos(S) is closer to pos(D) than any other pi (in this case, we say the packet is “stuck” at S). Our main result is that after some time, no new entries need to be added to the routing tables, and the routing tables remain small. As in other position-based routing algorithms, we assume that each node knows its own position, using a global positioning system (GPS) or terrestrial positioning system, for example. We assume the source knows the position of the destination. This can occur naturally for some types of applications (e.g., in a sensor network, a node may want to send a message to nodes around a certain position to take measurements). For other applications where this is not the case, we assume the existence of a geographical location service (GLS), such as [18], which provides a translation service from addresses to geographical locations. A source node then queries the GLS to find the destination position before sending out a packet. We assume that the nodes have fixed the optimal power for their transceivers. Then we can think of the wireless network as a graph G = (N, L) where the nodes are N = {l…, n} and there is an edge (i, j) in Œ L if i are j neighbors. The links are assumed to be symmetric, and the resulting graph undirected. Furthermore, we assume that the power levels of the transceivers are chosen so that the resulting graph is connected. We also assume that there exists a medium access schedule such that each node can transmit at a certain bit rate without interference. We prove that the geographical routing algorithm finds acyclic routes, and show that the average routing table size at – – is the average number of hops a node is O(Llogn), where L between two randomly chosen nodes, and n is the number of nodes in the network. We also present results about the effect of mobility, node failures, and positional errors on our algorithm, and present mechanisms to cope with these problems. The simulation results confirm our analytical conclusions. In a later section we will describe the geographical routing algorithm, the proof of correctness, and analytical results related to its performance. We will discuss issues related to position information inaccuracy and inconsistency, and mobility. We will present simulation results and conclude the article.



The Geographical Routing Algorithm In this section, we describe the geographical routing algorithm (GRA). The basic idea behind the algorithm is to use the geographical position of the destination in making routing decisions. Each node only knows about a small number of nodes in the network. It knows more about nodes that are nearer to it than about those further away. When a node has a packet for a destination, it chooses from the nodes it knows about the one closest to the destination, and sends the packet on its way to that node. Along the path, a node may know of an even closer node to the destination. The packet then gets redirected to that node. On its way to that node it may get redirected again, and so on, until it reaches the destination. For example, suppose a packet is to be sent from New York City to the University of California at Berkeley (UC Berkeley). Suppose the New York City node “knows” the route to a node in Phoenix, Arizona. It then routes the packet according to that node since it is the closest node to the UC Berkeley node it knows of. On the way, suppose there is a
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node that “knows” a better route to Berkeley, California. It then routes the packet onto the better route. Now, suppose the packet gets near the Bay Area, and a node “knows” an even better route to UC Berkeley. It then routes the packet onto this route, and the packet thus reaches the node in UC Berkeley. Thus, the algorithm has an in-built capability to find better and better routes to the destination as the packet nears the destination, even though the source node “knows” the network topology around the destination very coarsely. We now describe the routing algorithm in detail, and prove its correctness by showing that routing tables are cycle-free and that packets reach their destination. We also quantify the performance of the algorithm in terms of the average routing table lengths.



The Algorithm Suppose G = (N, L) is the graph corresponding to our wireless network. The algorithm begins with each node initially knowing only about its neighbors. The routing table at a node S is a list ·(pi, Si)Ò where pi is a geographical position of some node and Si is a neighbor of S. When destination D is closest to position pi in the routing table, node S forwards the packet to neighbor S i . Each node thus forwards the packet in the same way till the packet reaches the destination. But sometimes when routing a packet, node S may discover that it is closer to the destination than any other position pi. In this case, we say the packet is “stuck” at S. This causes the route discovery protocol to be started. The route discovery protocol finds a path from S to D (say Path(S, D) = ·k0, k1, …, k lÒ) and updates the routing table of the node k i on the path by placing the entry (pos(D), ki+1) in its routing table. So now each node on the path knows how to get to D. It is in this way that new routing entries get added to the routing tables. After the route discovery protocol is completed, the stuck packet can be routed from S to D. We next present our routing algorithm in more detail. We introduce the notion of Voronoi views. This is a geometric way of viewing the routing operation. Each entry (pi, Si) in the routing table is associated with a region in ¬ 2 so that if the destination of a packet falls in the region, the packet gets routed according to the entry (pi, Si). t



Voronoi Cells — Let {CS = S1, S2 ,.., Sk} be the set of nodes whose geographic locations are known to node S at time t (we t assume S Œ CS ). We refer to these nodes as centers at node S. We use the positions of the centers to partition ¬2 into cells so that all packets for positions which fall within a cell are routed similarly. A cell around the center Si consists of all points that are closer to Si than any other Sj. We call this the Voronoi cell with center Si. We then define the Voronoi view of node S as t consisting of the Voronoi cells with centers CS . Formally: Definition 1 (Voronoi cell) — Let {S1, S2 ,.., Sk} be any set of points in ¬2. A Voronoi cell with center Si is defined as V s ( Si ) = { z ∈ℜ2 : | z − pos( Si )|= min | z − pos( S j )|, S j ∈C St }. 1≤ j ≤ k



Definition 2 (Voronoi view) — The Voronoi view at node S at time t is t



t



t



VS = {VS (Si) : Si Œ CS }. Example 1 (Voronoi view) — The example below explains the concept of the Voronoi view. In Fig. 1, node S has nodes A, B, C, and D in its routing table as centers, but not E. Thus, the Voronoi view of S is the tessellation of the network region based
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Routing table



Node position



Neighbor node



S



pos(S)



S



TS



A:



{(A, {1.5, 1.5), –), (B, (2, 2), B)}



N



pos(N)



N



TN



B:



{(B, {2, 2), –), (A, (1.5, 1.5), A), (C, (3.1), C}



.



.



.



.



C:



{(C, {3, 1), –), (B, (2, 2), B), (D, (2.5, 0), D}, (E, (4,0, E)}



S¢



pos(S¢)



N¢



TS¢



D:



{(D, {2.5, 0), –), (C, (3, 1), C)}



.



.



.



.



E:



{(E, {4, 0), –), (C, (3, 1), C)}



■ Table 1. The routing table structure.



Time stamp



Node



Node



■ Table 2. Initial routing tables.



on these nodes. Node E does not affect the Voronoi view of S. But if E is the destination for some packet at S, then S forwards the packet to the neighbor node D, which happens to be the closest center to E in S’s Voronoi view.



C S denote the set of names of all the nodes that S knows about (i.e., C S is the set of names in the first column of Table 1). We use dist(S, D) to denote the distance between the nodes S and D, that is, dist(S, A B D) = ||pos(S) – pos(D)||. The packet forwarding decision Routing Table Structure — The S is quite simple: At any time, a node routing table at a node S is strucknows about only a small subset of tured as shown in Table 1. The first the nodes in the network. Initially, column is the names of nodes that this set consists of only the node S knows about. We refer to the set E itself and its immediate neighbors. of nodes in the first column as the Later, the nodes that are discovcenters at node S. The second colD C ered through the route discovery umn is the positions of the nodes in process are added to its routing the first column. We denote this by table. When a node S receives a pos(S). The third column is a column of neighboring node names. packet for destination position D, it Thus, if S¢ is a node in the first colfinds the entry (S i , pos(S i ), Next ■ Figure 1. An example of a Voronoi view. umn (see 4-th row of Table 1) and S(S i )) such that S i is closer to D N¢ the node in the neighbor colthan any other S j . It then routes umn for S¢, packets for destinations the packet to Next S(Si). that lie in VS(S¢) should be forwarded to N¢. Sometimes, we It may turn out that node S is itself closer to D than any will use the notation Next S(S¢) for N¢, where Next S(S¢) is the other S j Œ C S . In that case, we say that packet is stuck and neighbor of S to which packets for a node in VS(S¢) should be cannot be forwarded to any of the neighbors according to its current routing table. If the packet is stuck, node S initiates a forwarded by S. The time stamp is the time at which the destination node replied to the route discovery message. If the netroute discovery to destination node D. The route discovery work is mobile, the time stamp could be used to decide when procedure route_discovery(S, D) finds an acyclic path Path(S, to obsolete the routing table entry as well. D) = ·k 0 , k 1 , …, k l Ò from S to D, and updates the routing Some special features of the routing tables are as follows. table of node ki with an entry (D, pD, ki+1). Since each node is assumed to know its own position, each It is, however, possible that a packet destination D is node has an entry for itself in its own routing table. The first equally close to two nodes Si and Sj (i.e., ||pos(D) – pos(Si)|| row of Table 1 reflects this. The corresponding neighbor is = ||pos(D) – pos(Sj)||), and the node lies on the cell boundtrivially set to itself. Also, the first column of the routing table ary. In that case, we assume there is a total order among should contain all the neighbors of S. The corresponding names, and use that to resolve the tie. entry in the neighbor column would be the neighbor itself. Example 2 — We illustrate our algorithm on an example netPacket Forwarding work. Consider the network of Fig. 3. It consists of nodes A, B, C, D, E which are located at positions (1.5 ,1.5), (2, 2), (3, 1), Figure 2 describes the packet forwarding algorithm at each (2.5 0), and (4, 0), respectively. The links between the nodes are node. Suppose node S receives a packet for destination D. Let symmetric and given by {(A ,B), (B ,C), (C, D), (C, E)}. Initially, each node only “knows” about itself and its neighbors. The initial routing tables at the nodes are shown in Table 2 Node S receives packet for destination D at time t: (a “-” indicates the entry is not relevant in the discussion). t Let pos(D) Œ VtS(Si) for some Si C S Suppose node A gets a packet for destination C located at pos(C) = (3,1). Node A then looks into its routing table and finds if (S ==D) that pos(B) is closer to pos(C) than pos(A). So it forwards the // packet reached its destination packet to node B. Similarly, node B looks at its routing table and else if (Si S) finds that pos(C) is closer to pos(C) than either pos(A) or pos(B). next_node = NextS(Si); So it forwards the packet to node C which is the destination. else Next, suppose A gets a packet for destination D located at //packet is stuck pos(D) = (2.5,0). Node A looks into its routing table and finds Initiate route_discovery(S,D); that pos(A) is closer to pos(D) than pos(B). So the packet next_node = NextS(D); becomes stuck at node A. This triggers a route discovery. The route discovery process finds the path ·A, B, C, DÒ to the destina■ Figure 2. The packet forwarding algorithm.
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Node Routing table



(2,2) B (1.5,1.5) A (3,1)



B:



{(B, {2, 2), –), (A, (1.5, 1.5), A), (C, (3.1), C, (D, (2.5, 0), C)}



C:



{(C, {3, 1), –), (B, (2, 2), B), (D, (2.5, 0), D}, (E, (4,0, E)}



D:



{(D, {2.5, 0), –), (C, (3, 1), C)}



E:



{(E, {4, 0), –), (C, (3, 1), C)}



(4,0)



(2.5,0) E



■ Figure 3. An example network. tion D. In the process it also updates the routing tables of nodes A, B and C. The new updated routing tables are shown in Table 3. A forwards the packet for D to B which forwards it to C and C forwards it to D. Next, suppose A gets a packet for destination E located at pos(E) = (4, 0). A looking into its routing table finds that pos(D) is closer to pos(E) than either pos(A) or pos(B). So it forwards the packet to node B based on the entry (D, (2.5 ,0) ,B, –) in its routing table. Similarly, B finds that pos(E) is closer to pos(D) than either pos(B), pos(A), or pos(C). So it forwards the packet to C based on the entry (D,(2.5 ,0), C ,–) in its routing table. Node C finds that pos(E) is closer to pos(E) than pos(D) or pos(C), so it forwards the packet to E based on the entry (E, (4, 0), E –). Thus, A was able to route a packet to E even though it did not have E in its routing table. Our simulations indicate that in large networks this is frequently the case.



Route Discovery Suppose node S gets a packet for destination D. The packet gets stuck at node S if the destination lies closer to S than any other cell center at S. This triggers the route discovery mechanism. which finds an acyclic path Path(S, D) from S to D. The only requirement for the route discovery mechanism is that it return an acyclic path to the destination, and that it update the routing tables on that path in an appropriate manner. Suppose the acyclic path found is Path(S, D) = ·k 0, k 1, …, k l Ò. We then require that an entry (D, pos(D), k i+1 ) be added to the routing table of node ki. This is the only requirement to ensure the correctness of the routing algorithm. The mechanism by which this path is found has no consequence on the correctness of the routing algorithm. We next state this required property more formally. Property 1 (Route Discovery Protocol) — If a packet is stuck at node S, then S starts a route discovery protocol. The route discovery protocol finds an acyclic path Path(S, D) = (k0 k1…kl) and adds an entry (D, pos(D), ki+1) to Table(ki) for 0 ≤ i < l. We also require that the route discovery protocol update Table(ki+1) before Table(ki). Several different algorithms can be used to find a path to the destination. Examples of such algorithms are breadth first search using flooding, depth first search [16], perimeter forwarding [19], the Bellman-Ford algorithm, or some combination of these. Since the correctness of the routing algorithm does not depend on the route discovery algorithm, we do not discuss it here any further. For the simulation results later, we have used the depth first search of [19] as the route discovery algorithm. Note that the initial Voronoi view of a node includes the node itself and its neighbors only. It is the route discovery mechanism that puts more cell centers in the routing table and makes the Voronoi view more detailed. With sufficient
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{(A, {1.5, 1.5), –), (B, (2, 2), B), (D, (2.5, 0),B)}



■ Table 3. Updated routing tables.



C



D



A:



detail, the route discovery process may not be initiated anymore at a node. We call such a Voronoi view a complete Voronoi view. Updating Routing Tables — During the route discovery process the path taken by the packet is recorded in the packet itself. So when the RD (route discovery) packet reaches destination D, it contains an acyclic path Path(S, D) = ·k0, k1, …, klÒ from S to D. Node D then initiates a route update process by sending an ACK packet back along the path Path(D, S) = · kl, kl–1, …, k0Ò. On the way back, an entry (D, pos(D), ki+1) is added to Table(ki). Notice that the routing tables are updated in the order required by Property 1.



Proof of Correctness In this section we will prove the correctness of our algorithm. We will show that the routing tables do not contain any cycles (i.e., it is not possible for a packet to get into a loop by following the routing algorithm). Definition 3 (A cycle in routing tables) — We say the routing tables {Table(si)} contain a cycle provided there is a destination position D and initial node S 0 such that starting from S 0, the packet follows the path ·S0, S1, …, SkÒ without getting stuck and Sk = S0. Definition 4 (Centers property) — Suppose for every entry (S, pos(S), B) in Table(A), there is also an entry (S, pos(S) –) in Table(B). We then say that Table(A) satisfies the centers property. When the routing tables at all nodes satisfy the centers property, we say the network satisfies the centers property. Intuitively, the centers property is saying that each entry (S, pos(S), B) in Table(A) corresponds to a path. The path goes through nodes A, B, … on its way to node S. We next show that the routing tables in GRA always satisfy the centers property. Lemma 1 (Centers property) — Consider a wireless network G = (N, L) in which the route discovery process satisfies Property 1. Then the centers property is satisfied by the routing tables. Proof —Initially each node has itself and its neighbors in its routing table. So for each neighbor n of node A, there is an entry (n, pos(n), n) in Table(A). Because there is also an entry (n, pos(n), –) in Table(n), the centers property is satisfied. Now assume that the centers property holds at time t, and an entry (D, pos(D), B) is added to Table(A). New routing entries can only be added by the route discovery process. So assume that the route discovery was initiated by node S for destination D, and a path Path(S, D) = ·p0, p1, …, pkÒ was found where pi = A and p i+1 = B. Then because of Property 1, there is an entry (D, pos(D), –) in Table(B). Therefore, the centers property is satisfied even after a new entry is added to Table(A). Theorem 1 (Cycle-free property) — Consider a wireless network G = (N,L) in which the route discovery process satisfies Property 1. Then there are no cycles in the routing tables.
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Proof — Because the route discovery process satisfies Property 1, the centers property holds in the routing tables. Now, suppose a packet for node D at position d is placed at node S 0. And suppose the packet follows the path ·S0, S1, S2,…Ò where at node Si it is routed according to the entry (Di, pos(Di), Si+1). From the centers property, (Di, –, –) is in Table(Si+1). Now either D i+1 = D i , or D i+1 π D i . If D i+1 π D i , then either ||pos(Di+1) – d|| < ||pos(Di) – d||, or ||pos(Di+1) – d|| = ||pos(D i ) – d || and D i+1 p id D i (here p id is the total order among node names). Now suppose there is a cycle ·Si, Si+1,… Si+kÒ where Si = Si+k. It cannot be that Di = Di+1 = …= Di+k because that would imply that the route discovery process found a cyclic path violating Property 1. Therefore, either ||pos(Di+k) – d|| < ||pos(Di) – d||, or ||pos(Di+k) – d|| = ||pos(Di) – d|| and Di+k p id Di. But then Si+k π Si, a contradiction. Therefore, a packet cannot get into a cycle by following the routing tables. From the above results it follows that once routing tables have converged, packets do not loop. Therefore, either the packet reaches its destination or it gets stuck at a node. If the packet gets stuck, then through the route discovery process a route is found to the destination, and the packet then gets routed to its destination.



Performance of the Algorithm Convergence of Routing Tables — One of the advantages of our geographical routing algorithm is that a node does not need to have a routing entry for every other node in the network. In fact, as we will show, after some time no new route discoveries are initiated, and routing is done with each node having only a small number of entries in its routing table. When the routing tables contain enough detail so that packets cannot become stuck, we say that the routing tables have converged or the Voronoi views have become complete. It is best to see this idea geometrically. Corresponding to the routing table at a node is its Voronoi view. Consider the Voronoi view of a node S. Suppose that Voronoi cell V S(S) contains only node S. Then it is not possible for a packet to get stuck at S because a packet for any other node D falls in a cell other than V S(S). When this is the case for the Voronoi view at every node, packets cannot get stuck in the network. Definition 5: Complete Voronoi View — We say the Voronoi view of node S is complete if V S(S) contains only node S. Now, suppose V S(S) contains a node other than S, say node D. Then when a packet arrives for destination D at node S, it will get stuck. This starts a route discovery and node D is added as a center at node S. The new Voronoi cell with center S is smaller and does not contain D. It is by this process that the Voronoi cell with center S becomes smaller and smaller until it eventually contains only node S. At that point, the Voronoi view for node S becomes complete. When there is traffic for all nodes from all nodes, it is easy to see that eventually the Vornoi views become complete (for a proof, see [19]).



The Size of Routing Tables of Random Networks in Arbitrarily Shaped Regions Lemma 2 (Number of route discoveries per node) — If the location of the nodes is a Poisson point process, then the expected number of route discoveries initiated by a node is O(logn). Proof: Since the node positions in the network are uniformly distributed, for a node S with Voronoi cell V Õ V0 (V0 being the initial Voronoi cell),



(



V



)



P pos( S) ∈V =



, V0



where |V| denotes the area of V. Consider a node S. Initially the node S knows only about itself. Thus, its Voronoi cell (V0) is the entire network deployment region. Hence, A0 is the area of the initial Voronoi cell of S. We assume that the next node S1 that S learns of can be any other node in V0. Let V1 be the area of the new Voronoi cell of S. In this manner, we let S 1 ,…, S T be a sequence of points and V1, …VT the corresponding sequence of Voronoi cells of S, such that the node Si is chosen to lie in the Voronoi cell V i–1 . We choose the next node to lie in the previous Voronoi cell because S would only initiate route discoveries to another node in its own Voronoi cell. Let AT be the area of VT. Since the locations of nodes come from a Poisson point process, VT and AT are random variables. Let NT be the number of nodes in cell VT. After initiating T route discoveries, the expected number of nodes left in a node’s Voronoi cell is given by E(NT|A0 = a0) = (n/a0)E(AT|A0 = a0)



(1)



≤



(2)



aTn



The last step follows from lemma 4, stated below. The expected number of nodes per cell when the Voronoi views become complete is unity. Thus, aTn = 1 ], which implies that – the mean number of route discoveries initiated by a node T is given by T ~ log n,



(3)



where c is a constant equal to 1/log (1/a). We next state lemma 4. Some notation is as follows: R0 is a closed, convex polygon in ¬2, x Œ R0, Y is a random variable from a Poisson point process in R0 (i.e., for V Õ R0),



(



)



P Y ∈V =



V . R0



Let R1 = V(x, Y) denote the Voronoi cell of x when R0 is tessellated with the points x, Y. Then R 1 is a random variable, and: Lemma 3 — $ a Œ (0, 1) such that for all x Œ R0 E[|R1||X = x] ≤ a |R0|. The proof is based on a geometrical argument and may be found in cite [19]. Since each route discovery causes entries to be added to all the nodes along the discovered route, the mean routing table – – size is O( Llog n), where L is the mean length of the shortest path between a typical node and any other randomly chosen node, and upper bounds the route discovery path length till Voronoi views become complete. Note that this gives an – upper bound, and L is a function of the network size n. This result is more formally proved below. Theorem 2 — The mean routing table size is bounded above by – – O(L1 log n)), where L1 is the mean length of the shortest path between any pair of nodes in an n-node random network. Proof — Let Si be the random variable equal to the number of nodes in a typical node’s (call it x) Voronoi cell after the
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■ Figure 5. Routing tables with cycles in case of inconsistent information.



Actual position



■ Figure 4. Positional errors can result in packets getting stuck. ith route discovery initiated by it. Note that (Si–1 – Si) are not i.i.d. and Si ≤ a.s. Si–1 ((S i , i ≥ 1), is actually a super-martingale and in fact a stopped process) since E(Si|Si–1,...,S1) ≤ Si–1. From this, it follows that E(Si) ≤ E(Sj), "j ≤ i. Let L i be the length of the shortest path from a typical node x to a randomly chosen node lying in a Voronoi cell of x. – – Then Li is a nondecreasing function of Si. Thus, – – Li ≤ Lj, "j ≤ i. Consider a random variable T, {T: ST = 1}. Thus, T is a stopping time, and from Lemma 3, E(T) ≤ O(log n). The mean routing table length can be obtained by taking expectation over the number of routing table entries added to all nodes due to route discoveries initiated by the typical node, that is,   T T E  ∑ i =1 Li  = E  E  ∑ i =1 Li T       



(



≤ E TE( L1 )



)



= E(T ) E( L1 ). Thus, mean routing table size is bounded above by O( L1 log n).



Related Issues Positional Errors Consider a node i which thinks it is located at position pi but is actually located at p¢i. This could, for example, happen if node i gets its position from a GPS and there is an error in the position measurement it receives from the GPS. Node i then advertises its position as pi, and all packets to node i are addressed to position pi even though it is actually located at p¢i. We refer to p i as the network position of the node since this is what the routing algorithm uses, and to p¢i as the actual position of node i. Each packet for node i addressed to position pi either gets to node i or gets stuck. If it gets stuck, then route discovery finds a path to node i. Although the algorithm works correctly, it can lead to somewhat unmeaningful routing tables, as the following example shows. Example 3 — Consider the network consisting of nodes A, B, C, D and E. Figure 4 shows their network and actual positions. The network positions of A, B, and C match their actual position. But nodes D and E are actually located at positions D¢ and E¢. The links between the nodes are (E, B), (B, A), (A, C), (C,
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D). Now suppose A receives a packet for D. So A forwards the packet to B. But D is actually located at D¢ and B does not have a link to D. So the packet gets stuck at B and a route discovery is initiated. The route discovery finds the path (B, A, C, D) to the actual position D¢. A complete routing table for A is { (E, B), (B, B), (A, A), (C, C), (D, C) }. Suppose the error between actual position and network position is d (i.e., ||pi – p¢i|| < d). Then if node i is at network position pi and node j is at network position pj, then the actual distance between i and j is ||p¢i – p¢j|| < ||pi – pj|| + 2d. When a node j receives a packet for position pi, it can use the bound on ||p¢i – p¢j|| to decide on its course of action. If the packet gets stuck at j, then j may initiate a route discovery, or it may do local flooding in an area of radius 2d+ ||pi – pj|| around it.



Multiple Route Discoveries It is possible that at any given time, there are multiple route discoveries going on for the same destination node D, initiated by different nodes. This can result in cycles as an example in cite [19] shows. This problem can be overcome however, if the destination node time-stamps each route discovery request that it gets. Then, each node that is participating in multiple route discoveries for another node updates its routing tables using the RD ACK (update) packet with the most recent time-stamp. This does not result in cycles. The proof of this follows exactly the same lines as for Theorem 1.



Dynamicity and Mobility in Ad Hoc Networks In a dynamic mobile network, links fail, so routing tables can become inconsistent. This can result in cycles in the network. We first see through an example how this may happen. We then present a simple extension to our algorithm that keeps the routing tables consistent even in the presence of node and link failures.



Importance of Consistency of Positional Information If the network is dynamic and highly mobile, all the nodes may not have the same consistent information. That is, if node A and B know about node S, they both believe that S is located at the same network position pS. As the following example shows, this is an important requirement. Example 4 — Consider the example in Fig. 5. Nodes A and B are reachable directly from each other. Node C can be reached by A or B, but only via node H. At time 0, B is located at position (4, 0) and A’s routing table has an entry (B,(4, 0)). Node B then moves so that at time 1 it is at position (6, 0). Node A does not know that B has moved, so it still has the old position for B in its routing table. Now a packet arrives at node A for node C. Node A forwards this packet to node B because it thinks B is closer to C. But B is located at position (6, 0), so it forwards the packet back to A because it thinks A is closer to C. Hence, the packet gets into a cycle.
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Teardown Protocol



property and keep the positional information at nodes consistent. We present a simple extension to our protocol which tries to mainOverhead Due to Mobility tain the centers property and keep the routing tables at nodes consisIn this section we try to quantify tent. As part of our protocol, nodes the amount of overhead due to r need to exchange hello messages to mobility. When node A has a link discover their neighboring topoloto node B and node B moves, the gy. We require that each node also link between A and B may be brotransmit its routing table as part of ken. When this happens, the protothe hello message. col of an earlier section v∆ Each node then uses its neighcommunicates this to all nodes that bors’ routing tables to check the were using this link. This causes all validity of its own routing table. A routing entries that were using the node S updates its routing table in link from A to B to get deleted. Therefore, the amount of overhead one of the following ways: is proportional to the number of • If S receives a hello message ■ Figure 6. Computing overhead due to mobility. links being broken per unit time. from node ni, it puts an entry (ni, The number of links going down pos(ni), ni) in its routing table if per unit time is directly related to the speed of the nodes. We it was not already there. next try to obtain a formula that quantifies the amount of • If S does not hear from a neighbor ni for some amount of overhead in terms of the various parameters of the wireless time, it removes all entries of the form (di, pi, ni) from its network. We assume the network has n nodes in a unit area routing table. • If Table(S) contains the entry (d i , p i , n i ) and S receives and each node has a transmission radius r. Table(ni) which contains the entry (di, pj, –), then S updates its entry to (di, pi, ni, –). Overhead From a Single Link Going Down — On average, • If Table(S) contains the entry (d i , p i , n i ) and S receives each node has npr2 neighbors and cLlog(n) entries in its routing table. So on average a = cLlog(n)/(npr 2) entries in the Table(ni) which does not contain an entry (di, –, –), then S routing table of A are using a link from node A to a neighbor removes the entry (di, pi, ni) from its table. B. So when the link between A and B goes down, a entries in • After any change to its routing table, S broadcasts the new A and a entries in B become obsolete. This causes Table(S). Suppose there is an entry (si, pi, ni) in the routing table of [(2cLlog(n)/(npr2))(L/2)] messages to be broadcast to delete all entries in all nodes that were using the link between A and B. S, but link (S, ni) has gone down. Then S deletes the entry (si , Since (2cLlog(n)/(npr 2 )) paths get deleted by each link p i, –) from its routing table and broadcasts its new routing table to its neighbors. The neighbors also do the same, and going down, in steady state, the same number of route discovthis mechanism spreads until the teardown protocol has eries must also be made for each link going down. Each route caused removal of all entries (si, pi, –) from all nodes, which discovery generates (e.g., using depth first search) n packets. correspond to a path through the failed link (S, ni). So a total of (2cLlog(n)/(pr 2 )) packets get generated from route discoveries for each link going down. Correctness of the Teardown Protocol Thus, each link going down causes In a dynamic network, as nodes or links go down, the centers property may no longer hold. Nodes may also have inconsiscL2 log(n) 2 cL log(n) + tent views of the network. Thus, the teardown protocol causes nπr 2 πr 2 those entries to be removed from the routing table of nodes that no longer satisfy the centers property. Hence, any cycles overhead packets to be generated. That is, O(Llog(n)/r 2 ) in the routing tables are removed. We formally prove the corpackets get generated for each link going down. rectness of the protocol below. Number of Links Going Down Due to Mobility — Let us now compute the number of links that go down per unit time. Lemma 4 — Suppose G is a dynamic wireless network. And We assume that each node is moving in a random direction at suppose that the teardown protocol runs to completion instantaspeed v. We will look at a shell of width vD at radius r from neously with changes in network topology. Then after the protocol runs to completion: node N. We will be interested in how many of the nodes in • The centers property will hold. the shell move out of node N’s range in time D. This is the • There will be no inconsistent views in the network. number of links that will be broken between node N and its • There will be no cycles in the routing tables. neighbor in time D. Figure 6 shell shows the shell. There are 2prvDn nodes in the shell. We are interested in computing the probability that Proof — If there is a sequence of nodes n1, …, nk such that nk a node in the shell moves out of the circle. This probability is = n 1 and (s, p, n i+1) Œ Table(n i) for i = 1, l, …, k – 1, then given by this would violate Property 1. So when the teardown protocol runs, all entries (s, p, n i ) that do not correspond to a path −1 leading to node s get deleted. Similarly, the correct position of x ( v∆) v∆ 2 cos 1 each node gets propagated through the network so that there p= dx ∫ v∆ 0 2π are no inconsistent views in the network. Because the centers property holds after the teardown protocol runs to comple1 1 −1 = π ∫0 cos ( y) dy = (1 / x). tion, there are no inconsistent views and hence, no cycles in the routing tables. Hence, the teardown protocol tries to maintain the centers
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■ Figure 7. A comparison of a) average number of neighbors and b) mean routing table size of GRA.



So for a node N, 2pprvn links get broken per unit time. Or O(rvn) links get broken per unit time from a single node. Since there are n nodes, a total of O(rvn 2) links get broken per unit time in the network. Total Overhead — Since O(Llog(n)/r2) packets get generated for each link going down, and O(rvn 2) links get broken per unit time in the network, a total of O[(Lvn2log(n))/r] overhead packets get generated in the network per unit time.



Simulation Results In this section, we describe the simulation framework and results on the performance of our geographical routing algorithm (GRA). The performance of a routing algorithm can be measured in terms of the memory requirement at the nodes, and the bandwidth used due to the communication overhead. We quantify the performance of the algorithm by simulating the GRA running over random graphs of varying size. In each case, we sample enough random graphs to put our results in a 95 percent confidence interval. Our performance measures are the mean routing table size, and the average number of GRA protocol packets generated per node before the routing tables complete. We assume that each protocol packet generated is delivered. Thus, the number does not account for retransmissions due to channel variations, medium access control, and so on. Note that both measures are independent of underlying link layer or physical layer characteristics. The first measure is related to the memory requirement of the nodes for storing routing tables, the second the network bandwidth consumed by the protocol overhead. We have focused on them to emphasize that the GRA is not tied to a particular link layer protocol or channel type. Its benefits could potentially be realized over many kinds of underlying networks.



Simulator Description We generate the random network in two steps. First, the simulator has a graphical user interface that accepts the number of nodes n and the shape of a two-dimensional region as input. It then generates n points uniformly in the region. We assume that all nodes have the same transmission range and that if the distance between two nodes is less than the transmission range, the two nodes are neighbors (i.e., connected by an edge in the network graph). We find the minimum trans-
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mission range such that the nodes form a connected graph. This minimum is found by successive approximation. This process of generating the network graph results in an increase in the average number of neighbors of a node as the node density is increased. This is shown in Fig. 7a. At each node, there is a routing table to route packets generated or relayed, and a buffer to queue packets. We assume each node transmits C packets/time unit (i.e., the queue leaks at the constant rate C packets/time unit). The buffer size B at the nodes is large enough so that packets are not dropped. Packets are generated at the source uniformly randomly with mean traffic intensity λ( n) = k nC , which is generated in consonance with the result in [20], where k is a constant (0.01 in our simulation to prevent buffer overflow). The source-destination pair are chosen randomly. On being generated, a packet gets queued at the node. In each time instant, C (20 in our simulation) packets are forwarded according to the routing table. If a packet is stuck, it initiates a depth-first-search route discovery, which updates the routing tables up to the destination so that the stuck packet can be routed. The route discovery process is assumed to be instantaneous. We do this to simplify the implementation but nevertheless account for the exact number of path finding and update packets. We assume that all the packets are of the same size, and there exists a schedule such that each node can exactly transmit C packets/unit time.



Results Figure 7b shows that the mean routing table size is small. In fact, for a 1024 node network, the mean routing table length is only 12.1. The plots show the 95 percent confidence interval for the mean with 50 simulation experiments. As expected, it grows with the size of the network. Some of this growth is simply the growth in the number of neighbors. Figure 7a plots the mean number of neighbors with n together, and is seen to be similar to the plot in Fig. 7b. We see that most of the growth is accounted for by the increase in neighbors. The increase in the number of non-neighbor remote nodes in the routing table is quite small. This is also as expected because as the number of neighbors of a node increase, it becomes less likely that packets will get stuck at the node. The logarithmic growth in routing table size is in sharp contrast to the linear growth of many
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■ Figure 8. The performance of geographical routing: a) GRA compared to DSDV; b) GRA protocol packets per node.



other ad hoc network routing algorithms. Figure 8a compares the mean routing table length of the GRA routing algorithm with other routing algorithms such as DSDV [8], which need to keep all nodes in their routing tables. Figure 8b shows that the small routing table sizes are, in fact, achieved at very little communication overhead. The overhead in communication is because of the bandwidth used due to the route discovery packets and updates. However, the update packets are small in size compared to the route discovery packets and in general far fewer, and hence are ignored in our results. Figure 8b shows that GRA in a nonmobile network achieves complete routing tables with communication overhead of less than two route discovery packets per node. The average number of protocol packets per node is approximately constant. Therefore, the growth in the number of protocol packets is linear in the size of the network. We assumed a random walk model for mobility. The teardown protocol described earlier was implemented in the simulation to take care of mobility. As Fig. 9a and b show, routing table size does not seem to be affected by mobility. In our



future work we intend to carry out a comprehensive set of simulations to determine the effect of mobility on communication overhead and throughput.



Conclusions In this article we propose a novel algorithm for routing in wireless ad hoc networks using geographical information of the nodes. The algorithm is asynchronous, real-time, distributed, and scalable. It does not require an architecture or hierarchy to be imposed on the network, but provides each node with a distance-dependent aggregated view of the network topology. The basic intuition behind the algorithm is that to route a packet far away from the destination, only coarse knowledge of the network topology is required. As the packet nears the destination, nodes in that area are expected to know the topology around the destination in greater detail and be able to route the packet to the destination. We show that if the route discovery process updates routing tables in a particular way, the routing tables are cycle-free.
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■ Figure 9. Mobile networks: a) route table size as a function of number of nodes; b) route table size as a function of speed.
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We also show that even in mobile networks where the topology changes, the packets may get stuck but do not get caught in loops. Furthermore, we quantify the performance of the algorithm in terms of the size of the routing table and communication overhead due to the route discovery process. We present proposed protocols for handling new nodes and coping with node failures. These protocols enable the algorithm to handle mobility and dynamicity in network topology. We show theoretically and verify through simulation that the algorithm obtains very small routing table sizes and very low communication overhead. Thus, one of the major features of the algorithm is that it is scalable without imposing any hierarchy (hence ad hoc in the true sense). Thus, the algorithm has implications for Internet routing as well. The algorithm assumes the availability of a geographical location service, such as those in [18, 21] which provide a translation service from node names to positions. Although in this article we focus on geographical positions as addresses, it should be possible to generalize the algorithm to other address spaces with appropriate metrics as well.
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